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Bitcoin Mining 101

Bitcoin, like any industry, requires energy investment to keep it running safely and effectively.  Bitcoin is not 
owned or controlled by any single entity and its cumulative use of energy prevents it from being hacked or 
falsified.  This is revolutionary because, unlike all centrally controlled services, Bitcoin does not require any 
intermediary to transmit value between two parties.  Bitcoin miners are incentivized to seek out renewable 
energy sources to remain profitable, and can do so in remote areas where solar, wind, and hydro 
production are often located.  At present, 46 million Americans use the Bitcoin network and worldwide 
adoption is on track to reach 1 billion users by 2025.

WHY DOES 
BITCOIN 
MINING 
CONSUME 
ENERGY?

WHAT IS 
BITCOIN?

Bitcoin is the world’s first digitally native asset built on an open and public infrastructure, called the Bitcoin 
network.  Bitcoin is the largest and most secure computer network in the world and has been operating 
without interruptions or corruptions since 2009.  Bitcoin allows anyone in the world to send and receive 
value simply by connecting to the internet. 

BITCOIN MINING 101 & 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Bitcoin mining is the process through which the Bitcoin network confirms transactions without any 
intermediary taking a cut.  Bitcoin miners operate special computers that require the use of energy to       
a) protect the network from attack, b) verify legitimate transactions, and c) incentivize miners for their work 
in the form of newly minted coins.  Through this process, the Bitcoin network settles roughly $20 billion 
USD in transactions per day, and it has the capability to scale to $1 trillion per day.  

WHAT IS 
BITCOIN 
MINING?

The Environmental Impact of Bitcoin Mining: The Facts
Despite media headlines around the environmental impacts of Bitcoin mining - the truth about mining’s energy consumption, 
carbon footprint, and environmental impact is one of an industry ahead of others with respect to decarbonization.

Foundry research estimates that more 
than 71% of power used for running 
mining operations on Foundry USA Pool 
comes from carbon neutral energy 
sources.2

The Crypto Climate Accord has 
established a goal of net-zero emissions 
for the mining industry by 2040. 
Currently, about 73% of Bitcoin mining is 
carbon neutral.1

73% 71%

400x

FAST FACTS

Bitcoin consumes less than half the 
energy of gold mining and less than  
one-fifth of brick-and-mortar bank 
branches and ATMs.

Bitcoin’s Lightning Network can process 
over 1 trillion transactions per day, more 
than Visa and Mastercard’s current 
volume combined.

Bitcoin miners monetize renewable 
energy at the source during times when 
the energy would otherwise be wasted or 
stranded due to lack of demand or 
distance from population centers.

More than 400 times more energy is 
wasted due to grid inefficiencies than is 
consumed by Bitcoin mining.3

Sources: 1 Bendiksen, Christopher and Gibbons, Samuel. “The Bitcoin Mining Network: Trends, Consumption, Average Creation Cost, Electricity Consumption & Sources.” 
Coinshares.com. December 2019. 2 As defined by the US Energy Information Administration and the International Energy Agency. 3 VACLAV SML (2017) Energy Transitions: 
Global and National Perspectives & BP Statistical Review of World Energy https://ourworldindata.org/energy-production-consumption.
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Sources: 1 BMC Estimated Bitcoin Mining Energy use (09/30/2021). Annualized values are used for Bitcoin Mining Energy & Electricity use.  2 Estimated Industry Energy use 
based on several sources: https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/ieo/pdf/transportation.pdf, https://academic.oup.com/eurpub/article-abstract/30/supplement_5/
ckaa165.843/5914601, https://hassmccook.medium.com/comparing-bitcoins-environmental-impact-f56b18014f64, https://bitcoinmagazine.com/business/introducing-cbei-
a-new-way-to-measure-bitcoin-network-electrical-consumption.  3 Measured in metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e), 2020. Blockcap, IEA Futures of Cooling, 
Global Lighting Challenge, BP Global Energy Outlook 2020, Barthel (2012), Clean Energy Resource Streams, NYDIG Analysis



10,463 TWh
Total energy to generate & distribute electricity in the USA

6,800 TWh
Electrical system energy wasted or lost in the USA

93 TWh
Electricity consumed by Bitcoin mining on the world’s     
electric grid

Global Bitcoin mining consumes <0.89%
of the total energy used to generate & distribute electricity                
in the USA

65% of all energy
used to generate & distribute electricity in the USA is lost or wasted

Global Bitcoin mining consumes 1.4%
of the electrical system energy wasted or lost in the USA

2020 USA Electricity Production And Loss vs 
Global Bitcoin Electricity Usage
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Bitcoin’s Comparative Energy Consumption Annualized

Source: Blockcap, Vaclav SMIL (2017), Energy Transitions: Global and National Perspectives. & BP Statistical Review of World Energy.  http://ourworldindata.org/Energy-
Production-Consumption

160,000 TWh
Total energy generated worldwide

50,000 TWh
Energy lost due to inefficiencies

120 TWh
Energy consumed by Bitcoin on the world’s electric grid

Bitcoin uses less than 0.1%
of human energy production worldwide

Bitcoin consumes 0.25% 
of the energy wasted
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Bitcoin mining computers have increased their energy efficiency by 40,000% since they were first introduced in 2009. 
Over the past eight years, Bitcoin miners have become 5,814% more efficient, and this trend is certain to continue as the 
industry makes more investments in technological and green energy innovation.  Much of the energy data cited by 
skeptics is antiquated and does not consider the exponential technological efficiency spurred by the industry.

Energy Efficiency of Bitcoin Mining Computers 
since 2009 (in J/Th)

Bitcoin Mining is 40,000%  more efficient over the last 13 years

Bitcoin Mining is 5,814% more efficient over the last 8 years
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Source: Darin Feinstein. Hardware data compiled from respective hardware manufacturer websites. Older generation model efficiency data from  “The Cost of Bitcoin Mining 
has never really Increased” https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.04605.pdf 


